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Introduction

1.1

Background

1.1.1

Colwall is a village and civil parish in Herefordshire situated on the lower western
slopes of the Malvern Hills and lying within the Malvern Hills Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty (AONB).

1.1.2

In February 2013 Carly Tinkler CMLI was appointed by the Malvern Hills AONB
Partnership (‘the Partnership’) to provide landscape advice on the future of Colwall’s
settlement boundary. The advice was to be provided in the form of a written, illustrated
report and map based on a preliminary landscape appraisal of the existing boundary
and its wider landscape context, informed by desktop research and discussions with
representatives from Colwall Parish Council (CPC).

1.1.3

The purpose of the appraisal was to identify areas outside the current settlement
boundary where future residential development could be sited without adverse effects
on the landscape, especially in terms of its character and visual amenity. The findings
would be used to guide the preparation of Colwall’s Neighbourhood Development
Plan.

1.1.4

The Partnership’s brief for the commission was as follows:
“Herefordshire Council's forthcoming Local Development Framework (LDF) or Local
Plan will not contain settlement boundaries. Consequently Colwall Parish Council is
minded to include a Settlement Boundary for Colwall within their Neighbourhood
Development Plan, which is currently being prepared. The community, therefore, has
a rare opportunity to determine where future development in the settlement should be
located. In order to assist the community in its deliberations and decision making the
Malvern Hills AONB Unit wishes to commission advice from a Landscape Architect.”

1.1.5

The appraisal was completed and the report submitted to the Partnership in March
2013; it is attached at Appendix A. The accompanying map shows the preliminary
assessment of sites with potential for development.

1.1.6

Following completion of the appraisal, CPC decided to commission a more detailed
study of the landscape of the settlement boundary to build on the preliminary findings.
Because the scope of the initial appraisal was limited due to financial and time
constraints, it was not possible to undertake the in-depth assessments necessary to
identify sites which were less obvious candidates for development but which could
still have potential. The initial report had indicated that this could be achieved through
a form of assessment known as Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment or
LSCA, adapted to suit Colwall’s specific requirements. LSCA is an objective, rigorous
process combining several different forms of assessment which produces a more finegrained and meaningful result than that which could be achieved within the
parameters of the preliminary study.

1.1.7

CPC wanted a plan which graded the sites’ suitability for development (in landscape
terms) from high to low with categories in between; the LSCA would achieve this by
giving a five point grading of the capacity of sites to accept development as opposed
to the simple ‘yes / no’ approach adopted in the first report.

1.1.8

CPC also felt that the process and findings needed to be recorded and set out
systematically in tabulated form and as digital maps, as well as in a final report. This
would ensure that the judgements arrived at in the LSCA could be interrogated and
any future decisions made in the light of a robust and transparent evidence-based
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process. Also, the baseline information could easily be updated if the baseline
changed over time. This requirement would need to form part of the LSCA
commission.
1.1.9

CPC applied for, and was awarded, grant funding to carry out the LSCA of Colwall’s
settlement boundary and in July 2013, Carly Tinkler was appointed to undertake the
work. It was agreed that the initial appraisal would be referred to as “Stage 1” and the
LSCA “Stage 2”.

1.1.10

Carly Tinkler is a Chartered Landscape Architect and Environmental Consultant
based in Malvern with over 30 years’ experience in undertaking landscape and
environmental assessments.
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2

Methodology

2.1

Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment

2.1.1

LSCA is a systematic process for assessing the sensitivity of landscapes to certain
types of change, and their capacity to ‘accept’ certain types of development. It has
been developed in response to an increasing awareness of the need to understand
the multi-faceted nature of the environment and to ensure that there is an objective,
impartial and transparent system for assessing the capacity of the landscape to
accommodate social and economic expansion whilst also retaining the aspects of the
environment that – for a variety of reasons – are valued.

2.1.2

There is published guidance for LSCA practitioners (Landscape Character
Assessment Guidance for England and Scotland - Topic Paper 6: Techniques and
criteria for judging sensitivity and capacity (The Countryside Agency and Scottish
Natural Heritage 2002); this is attached in Appendix C. LSCAs should be carried out
by a qualified professional with experience in the field.

2.1.3

The term ‘sensitivity’ in this context means the level of tolerance of a landscape or
area to loss, damage or change. Small changes in a landscape of high sensitivity
could be very damaging, whereas large changes in a landscape of low sensitivity
could be acceptable. The assessment of landscape sensitivity is a necessary part of
the process of establishing landscape value.

2.1.4

‘Capacity’ refers to the degree to which a particular landscape or area is able to
accommodate change without significant effects on its character. A landscape of low
sensitivity is likely (but not certain) to have a high capacity to accept change.

2.1.5

It is important to note that the assessment of a landscape’s capacity to accept change
will vary according to the type and nature of change being proposed. The nature of
the proposed form of change must be defined before undertaking the LSCA.

2.1.6

LSCA is often used to inform Local Plans especially where there is pressure for new
residential development on the edge of existing settlements. It tends to be applied
across relatively large areas which have already been identified for further
consideration. In Colwall’s case, it was necessary to survey the whole of the
settlement boundary and surrounding land and to divide these areas up into smaller,
individual ‘sites’ (although beyond the scope of the Stage 1 appraisal, this was done
anyway as it was necessary). The standard LSCA methodology needed to be adapted
and enlarged in order to take account of a) the requirement for this earlier step in the
process, b) local landscape value and function (especially as experienced by the local
community) and c) the systematic recording of results in publishable format.

2.1.7

This LSCA therefore also incorporates published guidance on carrying out Landscape
and Visual Impact Assessments (“Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact
Assessment” (Landscape Institute / Institute of Environmental Assessment) 3rd Edition
2013) and Landscape Character Assessments (“Landscape Character Assessment
Guidance for England and Scotland” (The Countryside Agency and Scottish Natural
Heritage, 2002). A system created by the author has also been used to establish value
and function, and to record the findings: this is explained in the section below. The
information is contained on individual area assessment sheets, which are contained
in Appendix B.

2.1.8

To summarise the LSCA process, an assessment is made of the presence or absence
of distinctive landscape elements or features, whether they could readily be replaced
and whether they make a positive contribution to character and sense of place.
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Conclusions are reached on whether development would, overall, have a negative,
neutral or positive effect on settlement form and pattern, landscape character, visual
amenity and the landscape’s value and function. This is explained in more detail
below.
2.1.9

The most important stage in the study is defining appropriate criteria for relevant
assessment so that these can be applied in a systematic, impartial and transparent
judgement. In this case, an established set of criteria for Landscape Character
Assessment and LSCA in particular has been used. This can be found in the
methodology in Appendix C.

2.2

Process

2.2.1

Stage 2 is a continuation of Stage 1, and requires some of the previous work to be
looked at again in more detail and in accordance with the bespoke LSCA methodology
for Colwall, so a description of the steps taken in both stages is given here. The LSCA
Flowchart and Step Process in Appendix C illustrates the order of the steps taken.
Stage 1

2.2.2

The first step of the appraisal process was to identify the study area boundary. This
was agreed to be the existing settlement boundary together with its landscape
context. In terms of the visual appraisal, this is what is called the ‘visual envelope’, i.e.
the areas from which the site is visible which generally have an influence on, or are
influenced by, local landscape character. The boundary included the ridge and slopes
of the Malvern Hills to the east and Oyster Hill to the west, the A449 to the south and
the lower hills to the north. The study area boundary for relevant features of interest
such as listed buildings was drawn more tightly with consideration given to the area
of influence of the individual feature.

2.2.3

The second step was to gather background material such as maps, published reports
and studies, guidance and planning policy documents etc. These were reviewed in
order to gain a full understanding of the baseline of the Colwall area, for example the
history of its development; its landscape character and natural history; national and /
or local landscape designations, strategies and policies; cultural heritage; settlement
and land use patterns; views; public rights of way; recreation; hydrology; and
topography. Significant vegetation was identified from aerial photographs.

2.2.4

This information was used to identify preliminary ‘constraints and opportunities’
throughout the study area.

2.2.5

The third step was to drive and walk around the study area looking at, noting and
photographing distinctive features and elements of the settlement boundary and
adjacent areas and assessing a) visibility (views towards and away from the
settlement); b) the quality of the views; and c) the character of the landscape, its
quality, intactness, sensitivity and capacity to absorb / accommodate the type of
changes that are likely to arise from new housing development without adverse effects
on the landscape, both physically and as a resource.

2.2.6

The visual appraisal covered near-distance views from publicly accessible points as
well as longer-distance views especially from the Hills’ ridge and west-facing slopes.
Although not all potential viewpoints were visited, particular attention was paid to wellused public rights of way and long-distance trails such as the Geopark Way.

2.2.7

The site visits were made during late February and early to mid-March.

2.2.8

The findings of the site appraisal were transferred to map bases and, with the other
baseline information, were used to build up a preliminary picture of the landscape on
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and around the settlement boundary. From this it was possible to make an initial
assessment of areas which, from a landscape perspective, could potentially
accommodate future development. It was also possible to assess where – again, from
a landscape perspective – the combination of factors such as visual and landscape
character quality and the value of the resource (in terms of recreation and public
amenity, for example), suggest the settlement boundary should not be altered, or
could be redrawn to exclude certain areas.
2.2.9

As set out previously, when considering the possible effects of ‘development’, it is
necessary to have in mind the nature of the development proposed, as different types
of development will give rise to different effects. In this case, the assumption was that
development would be residential and of high quality design to reflect its location in
the AONB.
Stage 2

2.2.10

The suitability of a site for development in terms of access, proximity to and / or
capacity of public services etc. was not taken into consideration in either Stage 1 or
Stage 2 as it was beyond the scope of the commission. However the Stage 1 report
recommended that the wildlife, cultural and public amenity function and value of
potential sites should be assessed and added into the equation, and that the principles
of Green Infrastructure must be considered; these were factored into the methodology
for Stage 2.

2.2.11

The first step in Stage 2 was therefore to identify and add to the baseline maps
designated sites such as Sites of Special Scientific Interest, Regionally Important
Geological Sites and Scheduled Ancient Monuments. In the LSCA, issues such as
biodiversity and archaeology are only covered at a high level, indicating sites of
significance or with potential for wildlife or archaeological interest. Detailed surveys,
for example for protected species, would be carried out on individual sites if and when
a planning application was made.

2.2.12

This, along with all the information gathered in Stage 1, was then recorded on the
individual Area Assessment Sheets and the landscape baseline maps were updated.
At this stage (Step 1 on the flowchart in Appendix C), factual information is recorded
but no value judgements are given.

2.2.13

Further surveys of each of the individual areas were carried out following the steps
set out in the flowchart. The results were recorded on the Area Assessment Sheets.
During the surveys, an evaluation of a) the quality and condition of the landscape, b)
the sensitivity of local landscape character and c) the sensitivity of the settlement edge
was made. The evaluations are in accordance with criteria established specifically for
LSCAs (see Appendix C). These values are combined to arrive at a value for
Landscape Sensitivity (Step 2).

2.2.14

The surveys also took account of views and visual sensitivity ‘on the ground’, noting
how visible the areas were from viewpoints such as the Hills’ ridges, public rights of
way, roads and railway, and private dwellings. The extent to which views could be
mitigated without the mitigation in itself forming an uncharacteristic element was also
taken into account. This information was combined with the published baseline
information on visual amenity1 and a value of the areas’ Visual Sensitivity was given
(Step 3).

1

Identification of Key Views to and from the Malvern Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Cooper Partnership
March 2009 and Colwall Village Design Statement
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2.2.15

Combining an area’s Landscape Sensitivity with its Visual Sensitivity gives its Overall
Sensitivity (Step 4).

2.2.16

An evaluation of Landscape Value (Step 5) was then made based on the factors
identified and values ascribed both during the baseline-gathering and site survey
stages.

2.2.17

The evaluation of an area’s Capacity to Accept Development is arrived at by
combining the Overall Sensitivity Value with the Landscape Value, using the matrix in
Table 5 of the LSCA Methodology contained in Appendix C.

2.2.18

In some cases the assessment does not fall squarely in to one of the given categories
and a split assessment, such as ‘Medium to High’ or ‘Medium to High / Medium’ has
been given. For example, a site with a moderate to high landscape character
sensitivity and moderate visual sensitivity could have an overall landscape sensitivity
of either Moderate or High using the matrix. Thus a judgement has been made, by
comparing the assessment of other sites, to arrive at the most appropriate category.

2.2.19

The results are summarised in a Table of Overall Area Sensitivity and Capacity (see
Appendix D) and drawn up on the Overall Area Landscape Capacity Map (see Figure
1).

2.2.20

It is important to note that the LSCA only indicates the level of the capacity of an area
in landscape terms to accept high quality residential development. It does not consider
other factors which may need to be taken into account in order to facilitate
development, such as access or servicing for example, and it does not make specific
recommendations for factors such as the density of development, mitigation of
potential adverse effects, style, materials, landscaping etc. These have already been
covered to some extent in documents such as Colwall’s Village Design Statement and
the Malvern Hills AONB Partnership’s Guidance on Building Design (2013). However
area-specific design codes could be the subject of further study if it was considered
necessary (see Section 4 below).

2.2.21

The final step in the process was writing up the findings in a report. CPC asked for
the LSCA report to be written in clear, non-technical language so that it could be easily
understood by all. Thus the report is not in the usual LSCA format, rather it provides
short summaries of the methodology and area assessments, and more detailed
technical information is contained in appendices attached to the report.

2.2.22

The following section provides a summary of the baseline information and evaluation
of sensitivity and capacity of each of the individual areas identified.
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3

Summary of Area Assessments

3.1

Overview

3.1.1

The location of the areas is shown on Figure 1.

3.1.2

Certain factors and characteristics apply to all the sites in the study area so they are
not repeated in the summaries. The key factors are given below:





All the areas are covered by the Malvern Hills AONB designation;
The overall geology is Raglan Mudstone Formation;
The soil throughout the areas is clayey loam;
In terms of landscape character, all the areas lie within National Character Area
(NCA) 103: Malvern Hills. Regionally, all the areas are in the Malvern and Abberley
Hills Sub-regional Character Area and locally, fall within the Principal Timbered
Farmlands Landscape Type;
 All the areas fall within the categories ‘Exceptional’ and / or ‘Special’ key views
identified from viewpoints within the AONB.
3.1.3

References to areas which are identified as within sight of ‘Important View In to / Out
of the Village’ are taken from Colwall Village Design Statement.

3.1.4

Information on the natural and man-made features, designations, landscape
character types and other elements in, or pertaining to, the study area are widely
available elsewhere and descriptions of them have not been included in this report.

3.1.5

The full assessments for each area are contained in Appendix B.
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AREA 1
Location: North-eastern edge of the settlement boundary. Lies on both sides of Walwyn Road and includes land along Broadwood Drive.
General
Description:
Predominantly
residential area with traditional Victorian
character. Often large gardens with mature
ornamental trees many of which are
evergreen. Also traditional orchards with
pasture in good condition.
Key Baseline Features: In Conservation
Area. Traditional orchards are BAP priority
habitat. Locally typical Victorian architecture
and landscape. Several well-used public
rights of way (PRsOW) with links to Hills.
Landscape Sensitivity: High quality and Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Area is
condition with high overall importance. identified as within sight of ‘Important View Out
Typical of village’s Victorian heritage.
of Village’. Highly visible from main road and
footpaths through village but land behind wellscreened by vegetation. Visible from Hills’
ridges and key element in village setting.

Overall Sensitivity: High overall sensitivity
due to good quality and condition, value of
features to village character, context (setting
esp. from Hills) and function as key gateway
into Colwall.

Landscape Value: High.
Function / Context / Comment: This area is within the Conservation Area. It forms an important gateway into the village from the north and
Great Malvern, and is an important part of the setting of village especially in the approach from the north and the Hills. It is an important local
amenity for walking through high quality and diverse landscapes, and is also well-used by visitors walking in the area. It is characterised by
Victorian buildings in extensive gardens with extensive mature ornamental vegetation, much of it coniferous. These tall, imposing trees make a
highly significant contribution both to the village’s character and to the views from, and setting of, the Hills. New development would be very
difficult to integrate beyond the settlement boundary without adverse effects on landscape character.
Overall Capacity: Low.
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

LOW
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AREA 1A
Location: North-eastern sector of settlement at junction of Walwyn Road and Brockhill Road.
General Description: Triangular area of
land with roads on two sides, relatively flat.
Currently
ornamental
gardens
with
glasshouses and home of National Aster
collection. Residential area with tall, mature
specimen trees surrounding.
Key Baseline Features: In Conservation
Area. Part of character area with Victorian
architecture and landscape but associated
with school to north and is commercial not
traditional Victorian landscape. Public rights
of way linking to Hills.
Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate. Change
of use from private Victorian garden to
commercial site has resulted in loss of quality
and condition.

Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Area is
identified as within sight of ‘Important View Out
of Village’. Concealed by mature vegetation.
Possibly some glimpsed views through trees to
upper parts of Hills. Visible from Walwyn Road
and Brockhill Road, and PROW to E. Limited
visual envelope

Overall
Sensitivity:
Moderate
overall
sensitivity due to limited landscape value
however occupies prominent location, is
gateway site and in a focal point position.

Landscape Value: Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: The capacity of this area to accept development has been judged to be between Medium to High and Medium
i.e. rated above the criteria results of Medium, due to its unique circumstances and location and the opportunity for an iconic building to be sited
there. However it must be noted that built form on this highly visible site would only be acceptable if the design / architecture is of exceptional
quality to reflect the local importance of its location, at the gateway to Colwall from the north and forming a focal point on the corner site between
Walwyn and Brockhill Road. It is also in the Conservation Area.
Overall Capacity: Medium to High / Medium
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

MODERATE

HIGH TO MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE
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AREA 2
Location: Land running length of south east side of railway line.
General Description: Flat land with gentle fall NE
to SW; at toe of western Hills’ slopes. Predominantly
arable in south of sector with some woodland and
scrub. North of sector is pasture, orchard, woodland,
scrub. Mature native woodland and scrub along rail
corridor and watercourses. Domestic gardens.
Key Baseline Features: Traditional orchards are
BAP priority habitat. Watercourses. Nature reserve
(undesignated). High wildlife potential. Few buildings
in sector. Site of old racecourse. PRsOW including
Geopark Way.
Landscape Sensitivity: High. Very good quality and Visual Sensitivity: High. Area is identified Overall Sensitivity: High. Settlement in this
condition, intact.
as within sight of several ‘Important Views area would be highly damaging to
In to / Out of Village’. Highly visible from landscape character and visual amenity.
Hills ridges and slopes esp. iconic view
from British Camp. Extensive views along
sector from PRsOW.
Landscape Value: High.
Function / Context / Comment: Strong edge to village along railway, high value & importance esp. as buffer zone between village and Hills.
Very separate from village (physically and visually). No settlement influence. Forms strong edge and buffer to east side of settlement with clear
defining line of railway. Also strong buffer between Areas 2 & 3 along watercourse to S. Geopark Way runs through this sector from Broadland
Drive and Station connecting to both local & wider footpath network including Malvern Hills. Important local resource. Important part of setting of
village especially from Hills. Important local amenity for walking through open and diverse landscape. Settlement in this area would be highly
damaging to landscape character and visual amenity.
Overall Capacity: Low
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

LOW
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AREA 3
Location: South-eastern edge of settlement east of Colwall Green
General Description: Flat land much of which is
associated with and used by school (including
horse-keeping). Area divided into several small
paddocks intensively grazed; residential & garden
areas on western edge; tree belts.
Key Baseline Features: Important watercourse
to east with strong tree belt. Potential for wildlife.
School = Grade II listed. Distinct boundary to
settlement along residential edge. Broken,
indistinct edge around school, some traditional
characteristics (buildings, old boundaries).
Geopark Way to S. Local network of PRsOW.
Landscape Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Not
typical of area and in places low quality and
condition - over-grazed fields, fencing / tape
replacing traditional hedged field boundaries;
sports pitches; ornamental garden landscape /
edges. However condition could be improved and
area forms strong edge to village.

Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Area
is identified as within sight of ‘Important View
In to Village’. Highly visible from Hills ridge
and upper slopes esp. British Camp. Some
screening by trees at lower level – less in
winter. Open mid-distance views to E and S,
enclosed by settlement edge to W.

Overall Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Area
forms strong edge to village and is highly
visible from Hills. Despite poor condition has
high value. New built form in this location
would be highly damaging to landscape
character.

Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Forms strong albeit eroded edge to east side of settlement with clearly defined residential boundary. Important
part of setting of village especially from Hills. Well-used local footpaths. Loss of condition and quality could be reversed through change of use
of land / improved management. New built form in this location would be highly damaging to landscape character.
Overall Capacity: Low to Medium / Low.
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH TO MODERATE
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HIGH

MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH TO MODERATE

LOW TO
MEDIUM
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AREA 3A
Location: South-eastern edge of settlement east of Colwall Green.
General Description: Small, flat grassed
paddock / field enclosed by vegetation. Area sits
in gap between existing buildings. Note no public
access to site and very limited visibility.
Key
Baseline
Features:
Semi-improved
grassland with hedged / tree-lined boundaries.
Contained within line of existing settlement –
school and residential. Contemporary character.

Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate. Moderate to Visual Sensitivity: Moderate to Low. Area Overall Sensitivity: Moderate to Low.
poor quality and condition, not typical or is identified as within sight of ‘Important View
characteristic of surrounding landscape or Out of Village’. Note: this view is highlighted
settlement edge.
for the panorama of the Hills beyond the
settlement, not the built frontage per se,
although it plays a key contribution to the
setting of the view. Limited visual envelope existing vegetation and buildings screen but
may be visible from Hills to E.
Landscape Value: Moderate to Low.
Function / Context / Comment: Very limited function. No public access and area is currently well-screened from view. Note potential for views
however e.g. from road if vegetation removed. Part of settlement edge. Could be sensitively developed but boundary vegetation should be
retained as far as possible.
Overall Capacity: Medium to High
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

MODERATE

MODERATE TO LOW

MODERATE

MODERATE TO LOW

MEDIUM TO HIGH
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AREA 4
Location: Southern edge of settlement south of Evendine Lane.
General Description: Undulating land on
southern edge of village, south of Evendine Lane.
Pasture bounded by mature tree belts (good oak)
with watercourse forming shallow valley to S.
Residential development along lane and open
farmland beyond, associated with Netherpaths.
Key Baseline Features: Land beyond residential
properties is Typical Principal Timbered
Farmland. Historic landscape. Netherpaths =
Grade II listed. Fishponds associated with farm.
Track is ancient trackway (Pilgrim Trail). PROW
and Geopark Way to N of sector (Evendine Lane).
Landscape Sensitivity: High. Landscape quality Visual Sensitivity: High. Area is identified Overall Sensitivity: High. New built form in
and condition slightly eroded but with high as within sight of ‘Important Views In to / Out this location would be highly damaging to
vulnerability to loss.
of Village’. Highly visible from British Camp – landscape character and visual amenity.
within iconic view. Visible from A449 Ledbury
Road W of British Camp. Overlooked by
some properties on Hills, Netherpaths Farm
and residential properties.
Landscape Value: High.
Function / Context / Comment: Significant contribution to views of village setting from Hills. Important edge. Important in terms of context and
setting from Hills esp. British Camp. Clear, strong edge to village. Historic landscape. Well-used PROW across field, Geopark Way to N of sector.
Need to maintain setting of Netherpaths Farm and historic landscape. Settlement in this area would be highly damaging to landscape character
and visual amenity.
Overall Capacity: Low.
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

LOW
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AREA 5
Location: Southern edge of settlement south of Evendine Lane / off B4218.
General Description: Undulating land on
southern edge of village, south of Evendine Lane.
Improved pasture, mature tree belts along
boundaries. Residential development along lane
and open farmland beyond. Adjacent to and
associated with Tanhouse Farm.
Key Baseline Features: Typical Principal
Timbered Farmland. Historic parkland landscape
remnants. Farm buildings and old cottage on
boundary. Diverse range of architectural periods
and styles in adjacent settlement (timber frame,
20th century bungalows etc.).
Landscape Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Area Overall Sensitivity: High to Moderate.
Landscape quality and condition slightly eroded is identified as within sight of several Important landscape elements and features
but with high vulnerability to loss.
‘Important Views In to Village’. Visible from which are highly sensitive to change.
Oyster Hill.
Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Clear, strong edge to village when viewed from high land to south. Historic landscape. Settlement in this area
would be damaging to landscape character and visual amenity.
Overall Capacity: Low to Medium.
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH TO MODERATE
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HIGH

MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH TO MODERATE

LOW TO MEDIUM
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AREA 5A
Location: Southern edge of settlement, off B4218.
General Description: Small, flat area. Tan House
Farm and associated farm buildings; residential
properties including cottage. Old / partially derelict
orchard used for horse-keeping, mature avenue
trees along B4218. Domestic gardens.
Key Baseline Features: Mixed character and
influence of farm and buildings (part derelict, part
restored). PROW through middle of sector.
Orchard is BAP priority habitat. Cottage is Grade
II listed. On edge of historic parkland.
Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate to Low.
Landscape quality and condition are moderate to
low as a result of erosion of landscape features
and lack of management.

Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Area Overall Sensitivity: Moderate. Limited
is identified as within sight of ‘Important landscape value but certain elements could
Views In to Village’ from road but not visible be restored / improved.
from Hills or Oyster Hill. Limited views from
B4218 but clear views from PROW along
track through centre of sector. Relatively
tight visual envelope with existing vegetation
in place.

Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Transition from settlement to open countryside. Just beyond actual village gateway (Barton Villas) but situated
at key approach to village thus sensitive treatment of any future development is critical. Well-used PROW. Note: Currently well-screened by
vegetation - removal of boundary vegetation would increase visibility. Area has limited value and if sensitively developed could result in localised
improvements.
Overall Capacity: Medium / Low to Medium.
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

MODERATE TO LOW

HIGH TO MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH TO MODERATE

MEDIUM
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AREA 6
Location: South west corner of settlement north of B4218.
General Description: Relatively flat, open
countryside / farmland at edge of village. Arable.
Native hedges and mature trees along
boundaries, mature lime avenue along road.
Key Baseline Features: Watercourse along N
boundary. Limited extent of setting. On boundary
of old historic parkland and Victorian Villas (Grade
II listed) but traditionally unsettled landscape.
PROW. Lime avenue is important feature.

Landscape Sensitivity: High. Relatively good Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate.
quality and condition. Open countryside.
Visible from British Camp, Oyster Hill,
railway and PROW. Also visible from Barton
Court. Vegetation screens in summer but
views will open up in winter including views
from other parts of Hills.

Overall Sensitivity: High. Good quality open
countryside and unsettled landscape. New
built form in this location would be highly
damaging to landscape character.

Landscape Value: High.
Function / Context / Comment: Gateway to village from west. Start of open countryside (historic parkland setting beyond) at edge of village.
Well-used PROW to W of Barton Villas and to N along watercourse / tree belt. New built form in this location would be highly damaging to
landscape character.
Overall Capacity: Low
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

LOW
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AREA 7
Location: South west edge of settlement, west of Walwyn Road (B4218).
General Description: Relatively flat, open
countryside / farmland at edge of village. Arable.
Native hedge and mature tree belt with oak along
SW boundary.
Key Baseline Features: Colwall Green = HC
UDP Policy HBA9 – Protection of open areas and
green spaces. Watercourse to S boundary.
Railway strong linear feature to NW. Probably old
historic parkland. Victorian Villas (Grade II listed).
Traditionally unsettled landscape. PROW (old
pilgrim trail).
Landscape Sensitivity: High. Landscape is in Visual Sensitivity: High: Area is identified
good condition and is high quality.
as within sight of ‘Important Views Out of
Village’. Visible from Oyster Hill and Suckley
Hills, railways, PRsOW. Likely to be visible
from Hills ridges and slopes in winter when
no leaf cover on trees. Part of Barton Villas,
residential properties to N and E visible.

Overall Sensitivity: High. Good quality open
countryside and unsettled landscape; new
built form would be inappropriate in this
location.

Landscape Value: High.
Function / Context / Comment: Open countryside at edge of village with historic parkland setting beyond. Allows good, open views from B4218
to W and Oyster Hill. Adjacent to significant open space (village green). Well-used PRsOW. Pilgrim Trail and Geopark Way connecting to both
local & wider footpath network including Malvern Hills. Important local resource. New built form in this location would be highly damaging to
landscape character.
Overall Capacity: Low
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

LOW
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AREA 7A
Location: South west edge of settlement, west of Walwyn Road (B4218) and Village Green.
General Description: Small, linear area of flat,
open countryside / farmland at edge of village.
Arable. Native hedge along Walwyn Road
boundary with lime avenue on roadside. Row of
residential properties to N.
Key Baseline Features: Colwall Green = HC
UDP Policy HBA9 – Protection of open areas and
green spaces. Important lime avenue. PROW (old
pilgrim trail). Limited extent of setting, bounded by
road.
Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate. Good Visual Sensitivity: Moderate. Limited views Overall Sensitivity: Moderate.
condition and quality but limited contribution to in summer, greater potential in winter –
local landscape character.
possible long distance views over trees to
NW, Suckley Hills, Malvern Hills. Visible
from railway and PROW, road and
surrounding properties.
Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Open countryside at edge of village. Allows good, open views from B4218 to W and Oyster Hill. Adjacent to
significant open space (village green). Well-used PROW. Pilgrim Trail and Geopark Way connecting to both local & wider footpath network
including Malvern Hills. Important local resource. The lime avenue along this area’s frontage is a highly important local landscape element and
characteristic of Colwall Green. Its loss would give rise to a significant adverse effect on local landscape character and visual amenity. It could
be a constraint to development but must be retained. Area’s capacity has been adjusted upwards due to village green being able to ‘accept’ a
new built edge to enclose green without disturbing existing balance or having negative effect on landscape character.
Overall Capacity: Medium
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH TO MODERATE

MEDIUM
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AREA 8
Location: West side of settlement, west of Walwyn Road and Stowe Lane. Bisected by railway.
General Description: Flat area with recreational
areas / playing fields, farmland & woodland belt
NW of railway corridor. Mature native tree belts &
avenue trees, hedges and ornamental planting on
boundaries. S = residential properties at Colwall
Green. Residential to N and E of cricket ground.
Key Baseline Features: Playing field and cricket
grounds covered by HC UDP Policy RST4.
Watercourse through centre of sector, high
potential for protected species. Grade II listed
building E side of cricket ground. Brockbury Hall
Grade II listed. Railway. PRsOW.
Landscape Sensitivity: High. Very good quality
and condition, very valuable landscape elements
and features. High settlement and edge character
sensitivity.

Visual Sensitivity: High. Within sight of Overall Sensitivity: High. Very high value
‘Important Views In to / Out of Village’. S of and important village-wide function.
sector visible from Oyster Hill. Brockbury Hall
clearly visible. High visibility from B4218,
railway, village green, PRsOW, some
residential properties. Screened from Hills by
esp. lime avenue in summer. N of sector
clearly visible from Hills ridges and upper
slopes, residential properties, PRsOW.

Landscape Value: High.
Function / Context / Comment: Significant open spaces within sector. Playing field and cricket grounds covered by HC UDP Policy RST4 –
Safeguarding open space and allotments. Important local resource for formal and informal recreation and visual amenity. PRsOW very well used.
Extensive setting, fairly wide area of influence. Traditional / historic buildings. Large contribution to village character and setting especially Colwall
Green. Important linear habitats with potential for NC interest esp. protected species along watercourse. Strong buffer vegetation between Areas
7 and 8 and along railway corridor. Built development would be inappropriate in this area and would have significant adverse effects.
Overall Capacity: Low
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

LOW
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AREA 9
Location: West edge of settlement, north of Mill Lane.
General Description: Flat, open arable land with
slight slope to watercourse to north. Bounded by
mature trees and hedges. Village hall and car park
to S (beyond Area boundary – see 9A). Roadside
hedge with mature escaped oak. Mature tree
belts, ornamental hedges. Houses with gardens
on S side of Mill Lane.
Key Baseline Features: Important watercourse
running along N of sector. Setting limited by
vegetation and Hills to N and E. 20th C influences.
Weak edge pattern. PRsOW on boundaries.
Landscape Sensitivity: High to Moderate. High
vulnerability to loss and high landscape character
sensitivity but some loss of condition and eroded
edges.

Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Area Overall Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Area
is identified as within sight of ‘Important forms clear start of open countryside and
Views In to Village’. Visible from Hills ridges development here would be inappropriate.
(incl. Beacon) and slopes. Visible from roads
and PRsOW and residential properties /
village hall. Upper Mill Farm visible to NW.

Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Important gateway: clear point where rural, open countryside begins at W edge of village. Local PRsOW and
visual amenity. Development of this area would give rise to significant adverse effects on the character of the village and landscape, and on
visual amenity especially in terms of views from the Malvern Hills. [Note that a public footpath is shown S of the village hall in old maps but
presumably since diverted to E?]
Overall Capacity: Low to Medium
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH TO MODERATE

Carly Tinkler CMLI

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
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MODERATE

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH TO MODERATE

LOW TO MEDIUM
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AREA 9A
Location: West edge of settlement, north of Mill Lane (eastern end of Area 9).
General Description: Small, linear area of flat,
open arable land on western edge of village
adjacent to properties west side of Walwyn Road.
Ornamental vegetation on edges. Village Hall and
car park on S boundary. Residential development
along B4218 and public house to N. PRsOW on
SE and N boundaries.
Key Baseline Features: Setting limited by
vegetation in near to mid-distance with Hills to N
and E. Modern (20th C) influences. Weak edge
pattern.
Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate to Low. Of Visual Sensitivity: Moderate to Low.
limited value in terms of quality and condition – not Partly visible from Hills ridges (incl. Beacon)
typical.
and slopes. Visible from PRsOW and rear of
residential properties / village hall. Upper Mill
Farm visible to NW. However benefits from
low-level screening esp. in summer and is
contained on 3 sides.

Overall Sensitivity: Moderate to Low. Area
is well-contained and new development could
integrate with surrounding settlement and
edges without adverse effect on landscape
character.

Landscape Value: Moderate to Low.
Function / Context / Comment: Very limited function in terms of recreational and visual amenity although is overlooked by some residential
properties. Could be better screened. If this site is to be developed it would be beneficial if the PROW was restored to approximately its original
line as shown on old maps i.e. to the western edge of the development site.
Overall Capacity: Medium to High
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

MODERATE TO LOW

MODERATE TO LOW

MODERATE

MODERATE TO LOW

MEDIUM TO HIGH
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AREA 10
Location: Central. North of railway in gap between Colwall Green and Colwall Stone, south of Walwyn Road.
General Description: Small, flat area of natural
grassland / meadow bounded by mature
vegetation along railway, mature native tree belts
and ornamental vegetation / hedges on residential
boundaries. Railway to SE.
Key Baseline Features: Limited extent of setting
and area of influence. Mixture of historic (c. 16th C
Brook House (Grade II* listed and weir) and 20th /
21st C residential. Diverse habitats. High potential
for NC interest esp. pond. PROW along W side of
field.
Landscape Sensitivity: High. Highly valuable
area with significant Green Infrastructure value.

Visual Sensitivity: Moderate. Area is Overall Sensitivity: High. Despite limited
identified as within sight of ‘Important Views visual sensitivity, site is extremely sensitive to
Out of Village’. Visible from Hills’ ridges & development.
upper slopes including Beacon and Wyche /
Upper Colwall. Visible from rear of residential
properties to W and E (upper floors only?)
and PROW. Glimpse from road and public
house at entrance. However fairly tight visual
envelope at lower levels.

Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Forms historic and highly important strategic gap between Colwall Green and Colwall Stone. Gateway to
Green from NE and Stone from SW. Identified as ‘significant open space’ and ‘green lung’ in Village Design Statement. Potentially important
habitat for protected species and other wildlife. Well-used public amenity with PROW. It makes a significant contribution to local Green
Infrastructure. Development here would result in the physical coalescence between Colwall Stone and Colwall Green, which have historically
always been separated. Overall sensitivity should have been High to Moderate but importance of function & value increases sensitivity to High.
Overall Capacity: Low
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

LOW
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AREA 10A
Location: South and west of Brookmill Close, north of railway.
General Description: Small parcel of apparently
redundant grassland adjacent to Area 10.
Contained on 3 sides by garden boundaries /
railway and mature trees. Watercourse bisects
area.
Key Baseline Features: Important watercourse
arising from above Evendine and flowing NW
under railway and through area. Limited extent of
setting and low area of influence. 20th / 21st C
residential.
Potential for NC interest esp.
protected species in tree belts, grassland and high
potential along watercourse.
Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate. Moderate Visual Sensitivity: Moderate to Low. Area Overall Sensitivity: Moderate to Low.
landscape quality and condition.
is identified as within sight of ‘Important Limited in value, no PRsOW and relatively
Views Out of Village’. Partly visible from Hills’ well-screened.
ridge and upper slopes. Visible from rear of
residential properties to W, N and E (upper
floors only?) and PROW. Very tight visual
envelope. (May be more visible in winter
without benefit of leaf cover.)
Landscape Value: Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Although physically part of strategic gap, the area is enclosed on 3 sides by residential development and railway.
Potential for protected species and other wildlife in tree belts / grassland and watercourse. Visible from PROW. Identified as ‘significant open
space’ and ‘green lung’ in Village Design Statement. Part of area shown as orchard on old maps. Watercourse is historic feature. Area could
potentially accommodate limited new development without large adverse effect on locality so long as watercourse is protected and significant
gap / amenity value in Area 10 is not compromised.
Overall Capacity: Medium to High / Medium
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

MODERATE

MODERATE TO LOW

MODERATE
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AREA 11
Location: Central western edge of settlement north west of Walwyn Road.
General Description: Large, relatively open and
gently undulating area, sloping to important
watercourse to S. Semi-improved pasture used for
grazing, area of rough grassland, belts of mature
trees on boundaries and along watercourse.
Ornamental species on boundaries, with
occasional mature escaped trees.
Key Baseline Features: Flood Zone 2 / 3? Fairly
extensive setting and influence. Hills form part of
setting. Brook House (Grade II* listed) visible
within setting. 20th C residential on E edge.
Potential for protected species. PRsOW.
Landscape Sensitivity: High. Some erosion of Visual Sensitivity: High. Area is identified Overall Sensitivity: High. Highly sensitive to
local landscape quality and condition but highly as within sight of ‘Important Views Out of any form of development or change (apart
sensitive to change.
Village’. Visible from Hills ridge incl. British from landscape character improvements).
Camp and Beacon, also Oyster Hill visible
over tree belt. Views from road and PRsOW
and properties on E side of Colwall Stone.
Visible from Brook House. Extensive mid /
long-distance visual envelope.
Landscape Value: High.
Function / Context / Comment: Forms historic, visible and highly important strategic gap between Colwall Green and Colwall Stone. Gateway
to Green from NE and Stone from SW. Identified as ‘significant open space’ and ‘green lung’ in Village Design Statement. Key flood plain
function. Well-used public amenity with PRSOW. This site is a good example of one which only scores moderately in terms of landscape condition
and quality as a result of its proximity to the settlement edge with eroded boundaries, but this being outweighed by its landscape value and
function (in terms of GI, as a strategic gap etc.). New built form in this location would be highly damaging to landscape character.
Overall Capacity: Low
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

LOW
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AREA 12
Location: West side of settlement at Colwall Stone, south of Old Church Road.
General Description: Large open sloping field
currently used for grazing sheep. East and south
boundaries tight up against existing settlement,
northern boundary = Old Church Road. Improved
grassland, mature & ornamental trees on
boundaries. Good hedge along track on W side.
Key Baseline Features: Conservation Area.
Agricultural / forestry buildings some associated
with Victorian industry. Coniferous plantation to
SW (new management regime in process).
Influenced by Hills to E but local setting confined
to boundaries and indistinct separation. PROW.
Landscape Sensitivity: High to Moderate.
Relatively low quality and condition with eroded
and broken edges but highly sensitive in terms of
local landscape character and existing edge of
settlement. Close association with historic sector
of village to N.

Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Area Overall Sensitivity: High to Moderate.
is identified as within sight of ‘Important Conservation Area, high visibility, valued local
Views In to / Out of Village’. Highly visible amenity but no public access to field.
from Hills’ ridges and properties on
boundaries. Partly screened by hedge on E
side of PROW in summer. Partly visible from
PROW to S.

Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Conservation Area. Forms green open space to N and W of residential area at Colwall Stone. Identified as
‘significant open space’ and ‘green lung’ in Village Design Statement. Part of setting of Colwall’s Victorian industrial heritage. Site of old ice
works and tramway along southern boundary. Grade II listed building on N boundary and close association with historic sector of village. West
half of field shown as orchard on old maps. Well-used PROW along track forming clear edge. Area’s overall capacity from matrix was Low to
Medium but has been reduced to Medium / Low to Medium due to low value / function. However built development likely to have adverse effects
on landscape character / visual amenity - area is not recommended for consideration. Landscape quality & condition could be improved in future.
Overall Capacity: Medium / Low to Medium.
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH TO MODERATE
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AREA 13
Location: West side of settlement in northern sector of village, south of Old Church Road, land around Orlin Road / Old Orchard Lane.
General Description: Gently sloping field
between Old Church Rd. and housing at Orlin Rd.
plus land associated with Old Orchard Rd. –
pasture and woodland. Semi-improved grassland,
orchard, hedges, some mature trees / tree belts,
gardens.
Key Baseline Features: Conservation Area
(Field S of Orlin Road estate). Watercourse to E
of Orlin Road settlement. Large pond in woodland
to N. PROW along track and around E side of
houses. Limited extent of setting and influence.
Traditional / modern vernacular. Broken edge.
Landscape Sensitivity: High. Moderate quality Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Area
and condition in places but high vulnerability to is identified as within sight of ‘Important
erosion / loss and high overall importance.
Views In to Village’. Views of Orlin Road and
field from Hills ridges and upper slopes but S
part of sector relatively well-screened by
vegetation. Views from road, PROW and
residential properties.

Overall Sensitivity: High.
High overall
sensitivity due to strategic function and
location – development would be highly
inappropriate in this location.

Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: At gateway to village from W. Field to S of Orlin Road housing estate forms significant gap between historic
character area and Orlin Road. Track between Areas 3 & 14 forms strong edge to village. Close to cluster of Grade II listed buildings in historic
part of village. Existing field shown as orchard on old maps. Well-used PRsOW providing access to open countryside. Good potential habitats to
N esp orchards, paddock, woodland and pond. Area’s overall capacity from matrix was Low to Medium / Low but has been reduced to Low due
to strategic function. Development would be highly inappropriate in this location.
Overall Capacity: Low
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

LOW
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AREA 14
Location: West side of settlement, northern sector, north of Old Church Road.
General Description: Traditional orchard /
unimproved pasture; part residential / large
gardens with paddocks. Undulating / sloping area
with watercourse running through site.
Key Baseline Features: Conservation Area (excl.
orchard). Watercourse. Traditional orchard = BAP
Priority habitat. PRsOW including track (on
boundary with Area 13). Setting and influence very
limited. Part of historic landscape of village with
traditional settlement pattern. Strong edge pattern
and character.
Landscape Sensitivity: High. Very good Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Hills’ Overall Sensitivity: High. Valuable function
condition and quality and high importance. Highly ridge visible over trees to NE but otherwise and amenity. Development would be highly
vulnerable to loss.
well-screened in summer. Visible from inappropriate in this location.
PRsOW and residential properties to E and
SE.
Landscape Value: High.
Function / Context / Comment: Conservation Area. Highly valuable public amenity and wildlife habitat. Important part of historic landscape and
setting of village with traditional settlement pattern. Close to cluster of Grade II listed buildings. Orchard and footpaths shown on old maps.
Potentially very high probability of protected species in orchard - highly valuable habitat worthy of protection / future management. Development
in this location would have significant adverse effects on landscape character.
Overall Capacity: Low
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

LOW
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AREA 15
Location: North-western edge of settlement, land west of houses along Mathon Road.
General Description: Open countryside / gently
undulating farmland on edge of village. Large,
detached residential dwellings on E edge with
specimen ornamental trees. Some mature native
vegetation on boundaries and a few good hedges
but erosion evident.
Key Baseline Features: East edge forms
boundary of Conservation Area. PRsOW.
Surrounding landscape contains Victorian
elements (old brick and tile works to W and Hoe
Court to N) but area has rural character. Probably
land always formed N edge of village settlement.
Landscape Sensitivity: High. Some erosion of
boundaries and loss of hedgerows reduces quality
and condition but high character sensitivity –
important edge.

Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate.
Visible from PRsOW. Oyster Hill visible
through gaps in trees. Hills only visible
through gaps in vegetation.

Overall Sensitivity: High. Clear edge with
open countryside beyond. Very low capacity
to accept development without harm to local
landscape character.

Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Conservation Area. Open countryside on W edge of village. Clear edge of settlement even though line itself is
indistinct. PRsOW provide access to open countryside. Potential for protected species in tree belts and orchards. Complex settlement boundary
edge, with unclear definition between domestic garden curtilages and rural landscape character. Very low capacity to accept development without
harm to local landscape character.
Overall Capacity: Low to Medium / Low
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

LOW TO
MEDIUM
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AREA 15A
Location: North-western edge of settlement west of Mathon Road, gap between existing houses.
General Description: Small area of grassed
paddock between two detached houses. Gently
sloping site, some mature native / ornamental
vegetation on boundaries, open to west. Large,
detached residential dwellings to N and S.
Key Baseline Features: Conservation Area.
PROW through area. Very limited setting and area
of influence. 20th C development character.

Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate to Low.

Visual Sensitivity: Moderate to Low. Overall Sensitivity: Moderate to Low.
Visible from road, PROW and adjacent
properties. Oyster Hill visible through gaps in
trees. Hills not visible.

Landscape Value: Moderate to Low.
Function / Context / Comment: Conservation Area. At gateway to village from north. Gap between two 20th C residential properties. Not
physically part of open countryside. PROW links to open countryside. Medium to High capacity for development but built form must respect local
character esp. style and position / line of adjacent properties. Area 15A is the only area where it is recommended that the settlement boundary
be pulled back (see Figure 1).
Overall Capacity: Medium to High
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

MODERATE TO LOW

MODERATE TO LOW

MODERATE

MODERATE TO LOW

MEDIUM TO HIGH
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AREA 16
Location: Northern edge of settlement, north of Redland Drive, east of Mathon Road.
General Description: Sloping pasture bounded
by mature vegetation and watercourse to north.
Pasture, mature specimen trees historic (19th C)
parkland remnants, mature native trees on
boundaries, ornamental vegetation in gardens.
Key Baseline Features: Conservation Area.
Small extent of setting and minimal area of
influence. Late 19th and 20th C residential
development (new houses inserted in grounds of
Victorian house). Broken edge pattern, estatestyle fencing and trees give parkland character.
Landscape Sensitivity: High. Some loss of Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate.
condition but highly vulnerable to loss and high Visible from Redland Drive and properties
character and edge sensitivity.
along it. Glimpsed view of lower slopes of
Hills to NE but not significant. Very tight
visual envelope.

Overall Sensitivity: High. Highly sensitive
location
despite
limited
visibility.
Development beyond line of settlement
boundary would be inappropriate.

Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Conservation Area (boundary extends to watercourse to N). Start of open countryside on N side of village. Clear
edge to northern side of settlement and gateway to village from N. Strong buffer to N (esp. evergreens) and important trees. Historic parkland
remnant probably associated with Victorian Redland Lodge - house and lodge still extant. High potential for protected species in vegetation belts,
mature trees (esp. bats) and watercourse. Development beyond line of settlement boundary would be inappropriate.
Overall Capacity: Low to Medium / Low.
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

LOW TO
MEDIUM
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AREA 16A
Location: Northern edge of settlement, north of Redland Drive.
General Description: Two very small, flat parcels
of grassland forming indents in settlement
boundary. Pasture, mature specimen trees
adjacent (historic (19th C) parkland remnant.
Ornamental vegetation in adjacent gardens.
Residential properties along Redland Drive.
Key Baseline Features: Conservation Area. Very
small extent of setting and minimal area of
influence. Broken edge pattern, estate-style
fencing and trees give eroded parkland character.
Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate to Low. Visual Sensitivity: Moderate to Low.
Limited extent of area and moderate to low quality Visible from Redland Drive and properties
and condition.
along it. Glimpsed view of lower slopes of
Hills to NE but not significant. Very tight
visual envelope.

Overall Sensitivity: Moderate to Low. Both
areas have potential for appropriate small
scale development without adverse effects on
views / landscape character.

Landscape Value: Moderate to Low.
Function / Context / Comment: Note: The easternmost site was not accessible so information is partly based on assumptions & aerial photos.
Conservation Area. Historic landscape remnant. Enclosure on 3 sides by existing residential development / road means setting and context tight
and limited. Both areas have potential for appropriate small scale development without adverse effects on views / landscape character.
Overall Capacity: Medium to High
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

MODERATE TO LOW

MODERATE TO LOW

MODERATE

MODERATE TO LOW

MEDIUM TO HIGH
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AREA 17
Location: Northern edge of settlement west of Downs School with Brockhill Road in east of sector.
General Description: Markedly sloping /
undulating / terraced land with mixture of grazed
fields and rough grassland and some mature
trees. Pasture, mature tree belts, school playing
fields / pitches. Ancillary school buildings.
Redland Drive to W, Cowl Barn to S, Downs
School to E.
Key Baseline Features: Conservation Area
(boundary extends to watercourse to N) –
important tributary of Cradley Brook. Miniature
railway. Orchards (adjacent) are BAP priority
habitat. Very high wildlife value. PRsOW.
Landscape Sensitivity: High to Moderate.
Quality and condition only moderate due to
intensive school and other use esp. horse-keeping
but high to moderate character sensitivity esp due
to location at edge of village and well-used old
trackway (Brockhill Road).

Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate. No Overall Sensitivity: High to Moderate.
public access to field and visibility inwards Development in this location would be highly
limited esp. in summer. Views from PRsOW damaging to landscape character.
to N from Brockhill Road. Limited views /
glimpses from Hills ridges, and limited visual
envelope. Visible from school and Brockhill
Road. Potentially visible from residential
properties to S & W of Area 17A.

Landscape Value: Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Conservation Area. Forms part of northern edge of settlement and highly important gateway to village from N
(Brockhill Road). Well-used by school and walkers = key E to W footpath link from Brockhill Road to Mathon Road and good connections to Hills
/ national trails (was once designated Worcestershire Way) / wider footpath network. High potential for protected species in vegetation belts and
mature trees (esp. bats). Significant badger activity noted in area (several latrines). Limited landscape value due to lack of amenity, GI value and
condition, but location and function mean area is inappropriate for future development.
Overall Capacity: Low to Medium
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH TO MODERATE
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LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

MODERATE

LOW TO MEDIUM
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AREA 17A
Location: Land between the Downs School and Redland Drive, south of Area 17.
General Description: Southern end of field
identified as Area 17. Improved pasture / grazing
surrounded by mature vegetation & built form on
three sides. No access and area not easily
viewed. Gently sloping land, mature native /
coniferous trees along boundaries (open to Area
17 to N).
Key Baseline Features: Conservation Area.
Historic (16th C) Grade II listed Cowl Barn to S with
traditional orchard (BAP priority habitat) adjacent.
High potential for protected species. PROW to S.
Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate. Moderate Visual Sensitivity: Moderate. No public
quality, condition and landscape character access to site and visibility inwards very
sensitivity.
limited esp. in summer. No PRsOW on site
but one on S boundary (no summer views in)
and visible from one to N of site on lower
slopes of Brockhill Coppice. Possible views
from Hills ridges, but limited visual envelope.
May be visible from adjacent residential
properties (but not from school in summer?)

Overall Sensitivity: Moderate. Area could
accept appropriate development with limited
effects on landscape character and visual
amenity.

Landscape Value: Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Conservation Area. Enclosure on 3 sides by existing residential development / school / vegetation = limited
setting and context. Area relates to lines of adjacent built form and has limited function apart from PROW along track to S with strong boundary
vegetation in between (this should be retained as far as possible). Area could accept appropriate development with limited effects on landscape
character and visual amenity.
Overall Capacity: Medium
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MEDIUM
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AREA 18
Location: Contained within centre of northern sector of settlement.
General Description: Playing field associated
with school. Flat / gently sloping amenity grass /
pitches. Mature trees on boundaries and within
area; old hedges and garden boundaries.
Residential development to N and S. Mature
specimen trees esp. good veteran oak, lime.
Key Baseline Features: Excluded from, but
encircled by, Conservation Area. HC UDP Policy
RST4. Very limited extent of setting and area of
influence but area is integral to setting of
immediately surrounding area. Eroded boundaries
in places.
Landscape Sensitivity: High. Some loss of Visual Sensitivity: High to Moderate. Overall Sensitivity: High. Built development
quality and condition but high landscape character Visible from PROW, Mathon Road, in this area would be highly inappropriate.
sensitivity and vulnerability to loss.
residential properties around edge. Not
visible from Hills in summer.
Landscape Value: High to Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Excluded from, but encircled by, Conservation Area. Playing field and cricket grounds covered by HC UDP
Policy RST4 – Safeguarding open space and allotments. Integral to setting of immediately surrounding area. Important local amenity though
public access limited to PROW around edge. Area’s overall capacity from matrix was Low to Medium / Low but has been reduced to Low due to
local importance recognised in policy protection. Built development in this area would be highly inappropriate due to function and value.
Overall Capacity: Low
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH TO MODERATE

LOW
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AREA 19
Location: Contained within centre of northern sector of settlement south west of Downs School complex.
General Description: Gently sloping land on
either side of Cowl Barn Lane comprising
plantation woodland (some coniferous) and
derelict orchard with one residential property.
Mature vegetation including native hedge / tree
belt to N and mixed vegetation to E of orchard.
Key Baseline Features: Conservation Area.
Watercourse; orchard is BAP priority habitat.
Limited extent of setting and area of influence.
Mixture of settlement types with strong influence
of school, 20th and 21st C residential to S and E.
Historic properties to NW.
Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate. Currently Visual Sensitivity: Moderate to Low.
poor / low condition / quality and contribution but Visible from PRsOW / Cowl Barn Lane, rear
high to moderate sensitivity.
of some properties. Not visible from Hills
apart from occasional glimpse. Very tight /
constricted visual envelope.

Overall Sensitivity: Moderate. Many factors
e.g. current poor condition, limited wider
value, central location (i.e. not on edge),
proximity to surrounding built development
etc. indicate potential development capacity.

Landscape Value: Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Conservation Area. Strong buffer between Areas 18 and 20, and between housing to S and land to N. A tightly
squeezed ‘green lung’ within the northern sector of the settlement with PRsOW including old track along Cowl Barn Lane. Well-used by school
and local walkers = key E to W footpath link from Brockhill Road to Mathon Road. This is an example of an area which scores poorly in terms of
landscape condition due to neglect and lack of management, but it has high local (rather than any wider) value. Landscape character and visual
amenity could potentially be improved through management / replanting which would in turn increase the value (and GI function) of the area.
Very high wildlife value. Very high potential for protected species in orchard, tree belts, woodland and hedgerows. Significant badger activity
noted in area (several latrines). Note: Loss of trees could open up views inwards. Area’s overall capacity from matrix was Medium but has been
increased to Medium to High / Medium due to factors cited here.
Overall Capacity: Medium to High / Medium
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

MODERATE

MODERATE TO LOW

MODERATE

MODERATE
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AREA 20
Location: North-eastern edge of settlement bisected by Brockhill Road.
General Description: Currently Downs School
complex. Variety of educational buildings and
facilities including hard-surfaced games area.
Some ornamental vegetation and part of lime
avenue. Good mature trees on W boundary.
Key Baseline Features: Conservation Area.
Predominantly late 19th / early 20th / 21st C and
adjacent to new residential development at
Covent Garden. PRsOW including Brockhill Road
(old trackway). Originally orchards, possibly
associated with Cowlbarn Farm.
Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate to Low. Visual Sensitivity: Moderate. Visible from
Edges and quality eroded due to development, Hills ridges and upper slopes, lower end of
high level of use, loss of natural vegetation and Brockhill Road and PRsOW.
lack of management. Complex and busy.

Overall Sensitivity: Moderate. Area is
already developed therefore has the capacity
to absorb new development in the future if
school was ever to be replaced.

Landscape Value: Moderate.
Function / Context / Comment: Conservation Area. This site forms a key gateway into the village along Brockhill Road from the north and is
highly sensitive to inappropriate development due to its function, location and setting. If developed, high quality of design and integration with the
wider landscape character is essential. The boundary between this area and Area 17 to the north represents the northernmost limit of any future
development. High potential for protected species on edges - old orchards (BAP Priority habitat) adjacent. PRsOW provide good connections to
Hills / national trails (was once designated Worcestershire Way) / wider footpath network and thus should be sensitively assimilated if area
developed.
Overall Capacity: Medium
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

VISUAL SENSITIVITY

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE VALUE

OVERALL CAPACITY

MODERATE TO LOW

MODERATE

MODERATE

MODERATE

MEDIUM
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4

Summary and Recommendations

4.1

Summary

4.1.1

In the UK today there is an urgent requirement for new housing. Every city, town and
village is under pressure to find suitable sites for future housing development, which
often requires looking afresh at their existing settlement boundaries.

4.1.2

A settlement boundary is defined as the dividing line or boundary between areas of
built / urban development (the settlement) and non-urban or rural development (the
countryside).

4.1.3

Boundaries are usually established to encompass the integral area of a settlement,
whether this be a large market town or small village. Typically included within the
settlement boundary are existing employment areas, community facilities and
services and the bulk of a settlement’s housing stock. Land outside a settlement
boundary is defined as countryside and is usually oriented towards agriculture,
tourism or outdoor recreational uses.

4.1.4

In planning terms there is a presumption in favour of built development within the
settlement boundary whereas, beyond the boundary in the countryside, development
is more tightly controlled. The purpose of the settlement boundary is to act as a distinct
boundary between these areas, determining where certain types of development may
be acceptable and where protection of land is required for a wide variety of reasons.

4.1.5

Protection of landscape character and visual amenity is one of the key factors to be
considered in the location of settlement boundaries, especially if, like Colwall, the
landscape is designated as an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and highly valued.

4.1.6

Whilst the local community places its own value on the landscape within which it lives
and works on a daily basis, there are also wider considerations to take into account,
such as the possibility future development having adverse effects on tourism and the
knock-on effect on the local economy.

4.1.7

Understanding the area’s landscape character is a fundamental element of the
process that needs to be undertaken in assessing the future of Colwall’s settlement
boundary.

4.1.8

In February 2013 the Malvern Hills AONB Partnership commissioned a landscape
appraisal of the settlement boundary. This preliminary appraisal was limited in scope
and only identified sites with the most obvious potential for development. CPC
decided to commission a more in-depth assessment and concluded that a Landscape
Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment (LSCA) was the most effective way of achieving
this. LSCA is an objective, rigorous process combining several different forms of
assessment which produces a more fine-grained and meaningful result than that
which could be achieved within the parameters of the preliminary study.

4.1.9

The LSCA identified 29 individual areas around the settlement boundary, based on
each having similar landscape and settlement edge characteristics. Alongside the
baseline information gathered in the initial appraisal, detailed site surveys and
assessments were carried out. The findings were recorded on sheets and maps. Each
area was then evaluated for its capacity to accept development of the type specified
(i.e. high quality residential) in the light of its landscape and settlement edge
sensitivity, visual sensitivity, landscape function and value.

4.1.10

The results are shown on Figure 1 and the Summary Table of Overall Area Sensitivity
and Capacity (Appendix D), and are summarised below.
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 None of the areas has a High overall capacity for development. Because the LSCA
methodology is derived from national guidance, the AONB designation
automatically confers High sensitivity on all areas lying within it (see para. 2.2.20).
 Four areas have Medium to High capacity: 3A, 9A, 15A and 16A.
 Three areas have Medium to High / Medium capacity: 1A, 10A and 19.
 Three areas have Medium capacity: 7A, 17A and 20.
 Two areas have Medium / Low to Medium capacity: 5A and 12.
 Three areas have Low to Medium capacity: 5, 9 and 17.
 Three areas have Low to Medium / Low capacity: 3, 15 and 16.
 Eleven areas have Low capacity: 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14 and 18.
4.1.11

It is up to the community to decide where to ‘draw the line’ in terms of the grading of
the areas’ capacity for development, and much will depend on future planning
applications and the number of houses built during the plan period. It could be agreed
in principle, for example, that areas with a grading of between Medium to High and
Medium should be considered for development and that sites below the Medium
category (including Medium / Low to Medium) should not.

4.1.12

It must be borne in mind that other factors besides landscape may need to be taken
into consideration before a decision on the future line of the settlement boundary is
reached.

4.1.13

Certain factors such as viability, access to and serviceability of the areas, effects on
wildlife, effects of lighting etc., although important, are not material factors in
determining the line of the settlement boundary; of course they would be taken into
account if and when a planning application was made.

4.2

Recommendations

4.2.1

Whilst the LSCA does not make specific recommendations as to where the line of the
settlement boundary should be drawn, it does make an exception: Area 15A is the
only area where it is recommended that the settlement boundary be pulled back (see
Figure 1).

4.2.2

Issues such as housing density, the quality of design and the character of built
development, landscaping, materials and so on are not within the scope of this
appraisal but are highly relevant. They could be the subject of future area-specific
design guides, applying guidance available from national and local sources (see para.
2.2.21).

4.2.3

The scope of this appraisal was confined to the consideration of residential
development only. The baseline information and findings of the LSCA could be used
as the basis of studies to assess the capacity of the area to accommodate other forms
of development such as employment, commercial and food / energy production.

4.2.4

Colwall has a very active and interested community which has already set up several
initiatives such as orchard projects and allotments. Other future initiatives could be
identified for the benefit of the local people, such as:
 Village Tree Strategy / Guidance (to safeguard the important ornamental tree cover
which is so characteristic of the village. This could help guide future planning
applications’ landscape proposals);
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 Permaculture projects, Food For Life;
 Educational projects (e.g. Learning Through Landscapes http://www.ltl.org.uk);
 Advice on land management, conservation and enhancement (especially where
activities such as horse-keeping have eroded natural boundaries);
 Village Gateways (there are several very important gateways into the village which
could merit further attention to detail and ideas for future treatment / improvements,
signage, lighting etc.);
 Local Green Infrastructure Strategy (see Landscape Institute local GI guidance:
http://www.landscapeinstitute.org/PDF/Contribute/LocalGreenInfrastructurewebve
rsion_002.pdf).
4.2.5

The baseline information which has been collected and recorded for the LSCA is
intended to be a useful resource for the village and is in a format which can easily be
updated in future if needed, as and when things change. For example, landscape
improvements to some areas could alter the final grading.

4.2.6

In order for it to be of the most use to the village, the LSCA process for Colwall has
involved the development and application of new, untried methodologies. Feedback
from the community on the LSCA is therefore welcomed as it will help to shape future
assessments of this type. Feedback can be via the NDP website
(www.colwallneighbourhoodplan.org.uk) or directly to the author of this report
(carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk).
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